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Executive Summary

The character of war is changing. Our adversaries no longer have to engage the United States kinetically. They have shifted their strategy to engage our nation asymmetrically, exploiting the seams of our democracy, authorities, and even our morals. They can respond to a kinetic action non-kinetically and often in misattributed ways through blended operations that take place through the supply chain, cyber domain, and human elements. They can render our national capability to project power—hard or soft—non-mission ready and collapse and even reverse the decision cycle.

Today, various parts of the Department of Defense (DoD) and the Intelligence Community (IC) are generally aware of cyber and supply chain threats, but intra- and inter-government actions and knowledge are not fully coordinated or shared. Few if any holistically consider the entire blended operations space from a counter-intelligence perspective and act on it. Risk quantification and mitigation, as a mission, receive insufficient resources and prioritization. Too little attention is directed toward protection of operational security or software assurance. There is no consensus on roles, responsibilities, authorities, and accountability. Responsibilities concerning threat information are “siloed” in ways that frustrate and delay fully informed and decisive action, isolating decision makers and mission owners from timely warning and opportunity to act.

DoD must make better use of its existing resources to identify, protect, detect, respond to, and recover from network and supply chain threats. This will require organizational changes within DoD, increased coordination with the IC, and more cooperation with the Department of Homeland Security and other civilian agencies. It will also require improved relations with contractors, new standards and best practices, changes to acquisition strategy and practice, and initiatives that motivate contractors to see active risk mitigation as a “win.” Risk-based security should be viewed as a profit center for the capture of new business rather than a “loss” or an expense.

Deliver Uncompromised

“For mission owners, the primary goal of DoD must be to deliver warfighting capabilities to Operating Forces without their critical information and/or technology being wittingly or unwittingly lost, stolen, denied, degraded or inappropriately given away or sold.”

William Stephens, Director of Counterintelligence, DSS
harmful to the bottom line. While DoD cannot control all the actions of its numerous information system and supply chain participants, it can lead by example and use its purchasing power and regulatory authority to move companies to work with DoD to enhance security through addressing threat, vulnerabilities, and consequences of its capabilities and adapt to dynamic, constantly changing threats.

Improved cyber and supply chain security requires a combination of actions on the part of the Department and the companies with which it does business. Through the acquisition process, DoD can influence and shape the conduct of its suppliers. It can define requirements to incorporate new security measures, reward superior security measures in the source selection process, include contract terms that impose security obligations, and use contractual oversight to monitor contractor accomplishments. Of course, there are limitations on what DoD can accomplish. DoD is not so large a customer that it can control all parts of its supplier base. DoD has strongest influence over companies with which it contracts directly. Nonetheless, DoD spending is a principal source of business for thousands of companies. The Department can reward the achievement, demonstration, and sustainment of cyber and supply chain security. It will take time to establish workable, fair processes, but these efforts should be given high priority. Where justified by urgent circumstances, the Department should consider use of interim rules to effectuate Deliver Uncompromised (DU) in near-term procurements. By adding more security measures to the acquisition toolkit and making better use of those measures, DoD can exercise security leadership through use of its contractual leverage. This issue is elaborated more fully in Annex I of this report.

To succeed with Deliver Uncompromised requires commitment at the enterprise rather than the element level—for the Department and for its contractor base. Given the threat environment and its consequences for DoD, this report identifies a number of strategic elements—courses of action (COAs)—to address the cyber and supply chain security challenge. The COAs collectively can form an Implementation or

2 The genealogy of the term “Deliver Uncompromised” began at a 2010 National Counterintelligence Policy Board meeting when Bill Stephens of the Defense Security Service (DSS), along with National Security Agency CI representative Alan Brinsentine, coined the phrase during an informal conversation. Both were concerned that the U.S. government tolerated contract firms that repeatedly delivered compromised capabilities to DoD and the IC. A few months later, the National Counterintelligence Executive Senior Policy Advisor, Mr. Harvey Rishikof, joined in the conversation. The concept was developed at DSS CI and validated by their counterintelligence collection and analysis program largely built upon the rich reporting of suspicious contacts from cleared industry. Further conversations between the DSS CI leadership and affected government and contractor professionals eventually led to a DSS article in the American Intelligence Journal (Vol 29, no 2, 2011), entitled “The T-Factor and Cleared Industry.” DSS CI continued to explore the concept until the organization rolled it out as a panel topic at the DSS 2016 Foreign, Ownership, Control and Influence annual meeting. The Undersecretary of Defense for Intelligence then joined with DSS in a contractor-facilitated DU conversation with likely U.S. government and industry stakeholders. The Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) and DSS brought this conversation to this MITRE study effort in order to help DoD find a solution to better maintain its technological advantage.
Campaign Plan that could operate along roughly eight lines of effort: Elevate, Educate, Coordinate, Reform, Monitor, Protect, Incentivize, and Assure.

This report examines options that span legislation and regulation, policy and administration, acquisition and oversight, programs and technology. Actions are presented for the near, medium, and long terms—recognizing the need for immediate action coupled with a long-term commitment and strategy. Cyber and supply chain vulnerability extends well beyond DoD, across government and into the private sector. Nonetheless, DoD has potentially decisive influence in this space. Beyond DoD, actions in the legislative domain are critical, as our adversaries are actively exploiting seams and shortcomings in areas such as information sharing, threat detection, and acquisition transparency. Building effective deterrence to asymmetric threats will require time and deliberate planning. The 15 COAs are:

1. Elevate Security as a Primary Metric in DoD Acquisition and Sustainment
2. Form a Whole-of-Government National Supply Chain Intelligence Center (NSIC)
3. Execute a Campaign for Education, Awareness, & Ownership of Risk
4. Identify and Empower a Chain of Command for Supply Chain with Accountability for Security and Integrity to DEPSECDEF
5. Centralize SCRM-TAC with the Industrial Security/CI mission owner under DSS and Extend DSS Authority
6. Increase DoD Leadership Recognition and Awareness of Asymmetric Warfare via Blended Operations
7. Establish Independently Implemented Automated Assessment and Continuous Monitoring of DIB Software
8. Advocate for Litigation Reform and Liability Protection
9. Ensure Supplier Security and Use Contract Terms
11. Institute Innovative Protection of DoD System Design and Operational Information
12. Institute Industry-Standard Information Technology (IT) Practices in all Software Developments
13. Require Vulnerability Monitoring, Coordinating, and Sharing across the Supply Chain of Command
14. Advocate for Tax Incentives and Private Insurance Initiatives
15. For Resilience, Employ Failsafe Mechanisms to Backstop Mission Assurance
For the long term, DoD should articulate an end-state or strategic endpoint to serve as a “North Star” to guide and measure progress. We believe this initial collection of recommended actions within the Deliver Uncompromised framework is a solid foundation for this strategy.
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Understanding the Scope of the Threat

The character of war is changing. Our adversaries no longer have to engage us kinetically; they have shifted their strategy to engage us as a nation asymmetrically, exploiting the seams of our democracy, authorities, and morals. They can respond to a kinetic action non-kinetically and often in misattributed ways through *blended operations* that take place through the supply chain, cyber domain, and human elements. They can render our national capability to project power—hard or soft—non-mission ready. They can collapse and even reverse the decision cycle.

Nation-state adversaries have exploited cyber and supply chain vulnerabilities critical to U.S. security for hostile purposes. These include exfiltration of valuable technical data (a form of industrial espionage); attacks upon control systems used for critical infrastructure, manufacturing, and weapons systems; corruption of quality and assurance across a broad range of product types and categories; and manipulation of software to achieve unauthorized access to connected systems and to degrade the integrity of system operation.

The missions for which the Department of Defense (DoD) are responsible are particularly vulnerable. Adversaries seek to counter areas of U.S. military dominance and to challenge U.S. interests in cyber domains via supply chains upon which our government, our industries, and our populace rely. In this space, traditional boundaries of threat, action, and response are blurred. We are in an era of adversarial asymmetric warfare for which we have no comprehensive deterrence. The contemporary threat landscape has not been effectively addressed or deterred in our national security missions, policies, and infrastructures. The response is inadequate within the private sector and across government. The mission readiness of the U.S. military and its ability to project force are at grave risk. Our adversaries have developed and demonstrated capabilities to collect valuable intelligence on defense capabilities, steal intellectual property, initiate offensive action, and respond to provocation in an asymmetric manner. They target military as well as private sector U.S. interests, using means that make attribution problematic. These conditions are without precedent and threaten mission resilience and national security.

Our supply chains are exposed to multiple threat vectors. Supply chains are one of the four primary elements of an adversarial attack via blended operations. Attacks may be mounted against the entire supply chain life cycle from conception to retirement. The supply chain is vulnerable to adversary insertion of counterfeit parts that pass ordinary inspection but fail operationally. Largely through cyber-physical threats, adversaries may introduce malware or exploit latent vulnerabilities in firmware or software to produce adverse, unintended, and unexpected physical effects on connected systems.
or controlled systems. Supply chains as a service present another critical exploitation vector.

MITRE initially launched this study to help DoD strategically address software supply chain challenges in light of recent legislative branch interest in how “software provenance” was being addressed after the recent Department of Homeland Security Binding Operational Directive 17-1 dealing with Kaspersky Laboratory software. To that end, the report has a pronounced emphasis on addressing software supply chain security. However, the impact of supply chains as a service, hardware, and software on DoD mission readiness and ability to project power requires a strategy that encompasses all aspects beyond just software and within software, beyond just concerns surrounding Kaspersky. To that end, in this report we define supply chain as:

The system of organizations, people, activities, information, and resources involved from development to delivery of a product or service from a supplier to a customer. Supply chain “activities” or “operations” involve the transformation of raw materials, components, and intellectual property into a product to be delivered to the end customer and necessary coordination and collaboration with suppliers, intermediaries, and third-party service providers.

The resulting COAs should be considered in that light so that the resulting strategy addresses services and hardware in addition to software supply chains.

The result of these attacks is damage to U.S. military readiness, as well as the infrastructure and commercial systems upon which our military relies. Inadequate defense can nullify the value of government and private sector investment and erase expected benefits of new technology. Adversaries will mount cyber and supply chain attacks to slow the progress and deployment of new defense technologies, to compromise the operation and reliability of defense mission and business systems, to replicate what the U.S. technology base has accomplished, and to defeat or deny expected military advantages from U.S. investment in emerging technologies. Stronger, holistic measures to make our networks and supply chains more robust and resilient can deter adversaries by increasing the costs or even reversing the likelihood of adverse effects—reducing the “return on investment” of potential attacks. While one aspect of deterrence is the threat of retorsion or retaliation, a complementary aspect is “gain denial” through measures that deny adversaries confidence in successful attack.

Software vulnerability is a new dimension of security risk, as defined by threat, vulnerability, and consequence, that has received too little recognition. For many if not most DoD systems, software now defines function. Software increasingly determines the boundaries, operation, and risks to systems relied upon by all facets of civil society—consumer-facing, industrial, transportation, energy, healthcare, communications—as well as defense missions and management. Increasingly, functionality is achieved through software. A modern aircraft may have more than 10 million lines of code. The initial Block 1A/1B F-35 had more than 8.3 million lines of code, and later versions
of the aircraft will have more than 20 million lines of code for both operations and support. Combat systems of all types increasingly employ sensors, actuators, and software-activated control devices.

The proliferation of command-driven electronic systems, increasingly connected to sensor-informed networks (even if not initially designed for such linkages), massively expands opportunity for mischief or physical injury achieved through cyber-physical attacks. Software assurance needs to be made a priority for all phases of system acquisition and sustainment. DoD needs to work closely with technical community industrial partners to demonstrate and deploy new methods and measures to identify and respond to software vulnerabilities. Such initiatives acquire new urgency as more and more systems become interdependent and reliant upon the growing instrumentalities of the Internet of Things (IoT).

This report examines options that span legislation and regulation, policy and administration, acquisition and oversight, programs and technology. Actions are presented for the near, medium, and long terms—recognizing the need for immediate action coupled with a long-term commitment and strategy. Cyber and supply chain vulnerability extends well beyond DoD, across government and into the private sector. Nonetheless, DoD has potentially decisive influence in this space. DoD can implement policy and organizational changes, use its acquisition power, and manage the utilization of technology and research and development to address the problems. Beyond DoD, actions in the legislative domain are critical, as our adversaries are actively exploiting seams and shortcomings in areas such as information sharing, threat detection, and acquisition transparency. Building effective deterrence to asymmetric threats will require time and deliberate planning. For the long term, DoD should articulate an end-state or strategic endpoint to serve as a “North Star” to guide and measure progress. We believe this initial collection of recommended courses of action (COAs) within the Deliver Uncompromised framework is a solid foundation for this strategy.
Objective: Deliver Uncompromised and Resilient Systems

For the service components that ultimately own the responsibility to execute DoD mission and hence resilience, the primary goal of DoD must be to deliver warfighting capabilities to Operating Forces without their critical information and/or technology being wittingly or unwittingly lost, stolen, denied, degraded, or inappropriately given away or sold. The myriad of systems and capabilities that enable these missions must be resilient and able to respond to anticipated penetrations. The Department’s acquisition mechanisms reward cost, schedule, and performance more than integrated risk-management upon which many capabilities rely, especially systems which depend upon complex software. For some years, the Department has pursued a succession of successful “Offset” strategies, focused on innovation in sensors and in network-centric warfare to produce advantages in the delivery and lethality of kinetic firepower. There has been no corresponding strategy, however, for securing that innovation from compromise with an emphasis on mission resiliency. Instead, all too often the Department and its contractors have used a lowest cost set of disparate, unsynchronized security activities and processes that do not match the importance of innovation, information, and technological superiority to our National Security Strategy, National Defense Strategy, and National Military Strategy. The objective of the Deliver Uncompromised strategy is to directly address this point, and institute a deliberate, inherent elevation of integrated risk management from concept through retirement, within the DoD and its contracting base, to ensure mission resilience. Choosing not to fight on our terms, our adversaries have embarked upon strategies that exploit the arbitrage of non-coherent defenses and rely on asymmetric capabilities to defeat our technological advances. As evidenced by all-too frequent media reports, our adversaries have had significant success in their strategy. Critical private-sector and military capabilities have been compromised through blended operation attacks, to one degree or another, at various points along the system development life cycle, sometimes prior to delivery, sometimes during sustainment.

Independent analysis, respecting the skill and intention of adversaries in asymmetric warfare, should assume that DoD already has experienced systemic compromise, the impact of which may not now be knowable. The contemporary state of security, unique in the modern era, demands not an “improvement in the same” so much as
a “quantum change” from orthodoxy and established conventions. The response requires a number of strategic actions, some within DoD’s span of control, such as leveraging technology and policy, and others, such as legislation or Executive Branch action, requiring the participation and leadership of Congress, the President, and other Executive Branch participants.

For the near term and beyond, the key operational imperative must be to obtain and maintain positive operational control over critical information and technology/capabilities. This imperative extends the benefit of Deliver Uncompromised from the acquisition community to the operational community, because maintaining positive operational control is a key element of planning, command assurance, mission execution, and sustainment. Essentially, every element’s survival depends upon the ability to release, convey, or transfer information and/or technology under their own initiative and not the unapproved initiative of others. This key imperative may prove to be exceedingly difficult to achieve. DoD and its contractors will have to accept shared responsibility in which all participants take ownership of the challenge and assume a duty of continuing initiative. Absent such an approach, as a nation we risk dilution, or loss, of strategic and tactical advantages.

Too often the focus of government efforts to improve contractor cyber measures is upon perimeter defense, with security professionals assigned principal responsibility. The established presence of Advanced Persistent Threats (APTs) calls into question the operating premise of perimeter security. Counterintelligence personnel need to work with security professionals to inform enterprise actions with an understanding of adversary targets, methods, and priorities.

Today our adversaries may have a better understanding of our strategic vulnerabilities than do we. This includes vulnerabilities introduced via networks or through the supply chain. This is because of poor/inadequate intelligence on such threats, excessive compartmentation that precludes effective sharing of such threat information, lack of prioritization, and widespread availability of information in the public domain. Combined with the inherent vulnerabilities of the natural seams of our democracy,

---

3 Experience has shown that external sensors for detecting network penetration do not reveal all attempts at penetrations or detect unauthorized outflow that results from APTs. In blended operations, adversaries may avoid the network perimeter and instead use tactics to attack supply chain hardware, software and services. George Patton’s observation applies here for how France’s Maginot Line, a static defense against German invasion, failed miserably. “Fixed fortifications are monuments to man’s stupidity. If mountain ranges and oceans can be overcome, anything made by man can be overcome.” The threat environment requires the United States to adopt a counterintelligence mindset to replace our legacy security mindset when securing the defense industrial base. Our adversaries’ great success against static defenses should be evidence enough that we need to make this change. To win in the Information Age where the advantage is to the attacker and not the defender, our new frame of reference should be: 1) no defensive perimeter wall is inviolate; 2) every wall has been penetrated or is susceptible to successful penetration by determined actors; and 3) the absence of evidence our security wall has been breached does not constitute evidence there has been no penetration.
this gives our adversaries a significant advantage to which we are just beginning to respond.

The 2018 National Defense Strategy recognizes the degradation of our force projection capability across all domains and specifically calls for the investment of resilient capabilities:

“Investments will prioritize ground, air, sea and space forces that can deploy, survive, operate, maneuver and regenerate in all domains while under attack. Transitioning from large, centralized, unhardened infrastructure to smaller, dispersed, resilient, adaptive basing that include active and passive defenses will also be prioritized.” Likewise, “…New commercial technology will change society and, ultimately, the character of war. The fact that many technological developments will come from the commercial sector means that state competitors and non-state actors will also have access to them, a fact that risks eroding the conventional overmatch to which our Nation has grown accustomed. Maintaining the Department’s technological advantage will require changes to industry culture, investment sources, and protection across the National Security Innovation Base...”.

The recommended measures in this study are intended to serve as a foundation which directly supports this strategy.

**Structural Challenges**

There are fundamental structural challenges facing the Department. If not resolved, these barriers will undermine our ability to *Deliver Uncompromised*. Major challenges to consider are:

1. Overreliance on “trust,” in dealing with contractors, vendors, and service providers, has encouraged a *compliance-oriented* approach to security—doing just enough to meet the “minimum” while doubting that sufficiency will ever be evaluated. This approach must change fundamentally so that enterprises are incentivized to find and solve any issue that might place a program at risk or expose systems to vulnerabilities. At the same time, industry needs the means to assess and validate their countermeasure accomplishments. We offer suggestions on how to establish an independent, expert intermediary that industry will trust to develop security metrics and necessary processes for review and assessment.

2. Solving the security issues facing DoD requires increased *counterintelligence* (CI) participation. A security community that largely operates to show compliance with established rules may be uninformed of evolving threats and therefore unable to adapt to the agile strategies and asymmetric techniques of adversaries. From Defense Security Service (DSS) reports and supporting documentation by the National Counterintelligence and Security Center (NCSC), as well as
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) field office activities, there are lessons to be learned from the resources that are actively engaged in CI activities. Protection of DoD interests calls for Department leadership, as well as industry, to be kept alert and informed, by DSS, the FBI, and other entities, about the quiet attacks constantly being launched against DoD interests. This is why education and ownership of the problem are so important—and why expanding the resources and authority of DSS is vital.

3. There is no single DoD organization vested with lead responsibility for threats and risks to the defense industrial base (DIB), despite the fact that most major exploitations by adversaries are directed against and occur within the DIB. DoD should consider the DIB assets on a “whole of enterprise” basis, inclusive of assets beyond information and data, and shift from protecting facilities to protecting assets. Similarly, DoD’s contract measures, and accompanying oversight, should evolve from safeguarding information and information systems to include safeguarding operations and enterprise capabilities. In this vein, the Department should address its interface with contractors for security practices, so that companies deal with trained resources and avoid inconsistent interpretations and instructions.

4. There has long been widespread recognition that “reform” of the existing acquisition process is needed to address typically over complex, behind schedule, and over budget acquisitions. However, given the changing character of war and our adversaries’ asymmetric strategies, these processes, along with how we have maintained and sustained our capabilities, have also resulted in highly compromised systems despite the consumption of huge technical and financial resources, leaving the Department’s mission readiness at risk. This fact must drive true reform of the acquisition process. The Vice Chiefs and the Vice Chair, who are ultimately responsible for the operational readiness for their Services, should create and maintain a strong and accountable chain of command for cyber defenses, supply chain security, and digital integrity, and themselves be held accountable. Accountability for integrity and mission readiness must be blended across the acquisition, operations, and sustainment communities, with a clear chain of command directly to the Secretary of Defense (SECDEF) through the Deputy Secretary of Defense (DEPSECDEF).

5. DoD (among other federal departments and agencies) has yet to communicate clearly with sufficient emphasis the importance of security and integrity. This failure is reflected in the recently released Federal Cybersecurity Risk Determination Report and Action Plan (May 2018). Across the entire range of enterprise, business, and weapons systems, the Department will benefit from a clear leadership statement and direction that shifts priorities and reduces exposure to compromised delivery. At the national level, the Office of Management and Budget’s (OMB) Memorandum M16-04, “Cybersecurity Strategy and Implementation Plan (CSIP) for the Federal Civilian Government,” dated Oct. 30, 2015, included
directions to the heads of executive departments and agencies that still merit attention today. Agencies were directed to prioritize identification and protection of high-value information and assets, improve ability to timely detect and rapidly respond to cyber incidents, prepare for rapid recovery from incidents when they occur, recruit and retain the most highly qualified cybersecurity workforce, and make efficient and effective acquisition and deployment of both existing and emerging technology.

Contractual Leverage

Ultimately, improved cyber and supply chain security requires a combination of actions on the part of the Department and the companies with which it does business. Through the acquisition process, DoD can influence and shape the conduct of its suppliers. It can define requirements to incorporate new security measures, reward superior security measures in the source selection process, include contract terms that impose security obligations, and use contractual oversight to monitor contractor accomplishments. There are limitations upon what DoD can accomplish. DoD is not so large a customer that it can control all parts of the supplier base upon which it draws. And DoD has strongest influence over companies (large and small) with which it contracts directly. Nonetheless, DoD spending is a principal source of business for thousands of companies. The Department can reward the achievement, demonstration, and sustainment of cyber and supply chain security. It will take time to establish workable, fair processes, but these efforts should be given high priority. Where justified by urgent circumstances, the Department should consider use of interim rules to effectuate DU in near-term procurements. Adding more security measures to the “acquisition toolkit,” and making better use of those measures, are ways DoD can exercise security leadership through use of its contractual leverage. This issue is elaborated more fully in Annex I of this report.

Courses of Action (COAs)

To succeed with Deliver Uncompromised requires commitment at the enterprise rather than the element level—for the Department and for its contractor base. Given the threat environment and its consequences for DoD, this report identifies a number of strategic elements—courses of action (COAs)—to address the cyber and supply chain security challenge. We classify actions into short term (ST), medium term (MT), and long term (LT), based on how quickly and urgently the Department should initiate action. The COAs are listed here and described in more detail further in the report:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COAs</th>
<th>Deliver Uncompromised</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1.</strong> Elevate Security as a Primary Metric in DoD Acquisition and Sustainment ST</td>
<td>It is vital to deliver uncompromised security, which have equal status to cost, schedule and performance. Revise DoD 5000.02 and Defense Acquisition Guidance to make security the “4th Pillar” of acquisition planning, equal in emphasis to cost, schedule and performance. Utilize acquisition tools and contract leverage and reinforce the objective of delivering uncompromised through the use of positive and negative incentives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2.</strong> Form a Whole of Government National Supply Chain Intelligence Center (NSIC) ST</td>
<td>Follow the example of the National Counterterrorism Center (NCTC) to integrate Title 10 and Title 50 “all source” supply chain threat intelligence and strategic warning. Led by NCSC and heavily supported by an expanded DSS capability, extend out to include FBI, DHS, and other civilian agencies and share warnings and actions with contractors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3.</strong> Execute a Campaign for Education, Awareness, &amp; Ownership of Risk ST</td>
<td>Educate all program and supply chain participants of the goals of delivering uncompromised and the breadth and nature of cyber and supply chain threats. Build and maintain training programs for DoD personnel, including measures to improve the expertise of persons assigned contractor oversight responsibilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4.</strong> Identify and Empower a Chain of Command for Supply Chain with Accountability for Security and Integrity to DEPSECDEF ST</td>
<td>The Service Vice Chiefs are ultimately responsible for the operational readiness of acquired capabilities under their command and should require that acquisitions are conducted in a manner that values system integrity and mission resilience to deliver uncompromised. Cross-Service vulnerabilities and opportunities for effective threat response across the Department can be served by the Vice Chairman, Joint Staff, and possibly an accountable Supply Chain Security Executive. Organize resources to support this chain of command and hold them accountable to the DEPSECDEF for successful implementation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>5.</strong> Centralize SCRM-TAC with the Industrial Security/CI mission owner under DSS and Extend DSS Authority ST</td>
<td>The Supply Chain Risk Management – Threat Analysis Cell (SCRM-TAC) is isolated from industry information sources and from operational elements supporting industry that are vital to structured SCRM analytic production. DSS has access to DIB information on classified contracts and has operational elements directly supporting industry. Consolidation could significantly improve DoD’s cyber and supply chain strategic warning. This consolidation would result in a well-staffed and organized body of independent analysts, well-trained in structured analytical techniques, which then could be positioned to help the program acquisition community directly address risk to top programs as a function of not only threat, but system vulnerabilities and potential consequences.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Deliver Uncompromised

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COAs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>6</strong> Increase DoD Leadership Recognition and Awareness of Asymmetric Warfare via Blended Operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensure that the entire DoD leadership is aware of the goal of DU and that adversaries seek not to engage the United States kinetically but instead are using cyber and supply chain attacks to exploit and degrade key national security capabilities. Educate leadership in DoD to &quot;own&quot; the problem and make detection and defense against these threats a natural part of everyday duties.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7</strong> Establish Independently Implemented Automated Assessment and Continuous Monitoring of DIB Software</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop, validate, and exploit technical methods to assess and validate software security and integrity. Evaluate whether to require suppliers to use independent continuous monitoring to detect software nonconformity and developmental abnormalities and to automate patching and recovery.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>8</strong> Advocate for Litigation Reform and Liability Protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduce liability exposure to encourage prompt contractor reporting of cyber and supply chain events. Encourage investment in integrity measures by providing new liability protection (e.g., extend SAFETY Act to cyber and supply chain).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>9</strong> Ensure Supplier Security and Use Contract Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In new acquisitions, treat data security, product integrity, and supply chain assurance measures as competitive discriminators, and make end-product mission resilience a key contract award metric. Consider use of interim rules to expedite the availability of these tools for critical near-term procurements. Structure acquisitions so contractors have a profit motive to enhance security; establish standards and methods to enable contractors to earn and retain levels of independently verified established resilience. Use an independent Security Integrity Score (SIS), much like a &quot;Moody’s&quot; rating in the financial world, which rates each potential contractor in a unified manner by an independent, unbiased third-party.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>10</strong> Extend the 2015 National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) Section 841 Authorities for “Never Contract with the Enemy”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extend existing authority to protect DoD against risks of contracting with entities under control of adversaries; provide for expedited action in high-threat situations. Empower the Supply Chain Executive to act on NSIC advice in conjunction with enforced responsibilities within the Combatant Commands against awards to sources of established assurance risk.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 11  | Institute Innovative Protection of DoD System Design and Operational Information MT  
Minimize and obscure the dissemination of system design information, even within the design and build teams, but especially with vendors and contractors.  
Share what information needs to be shared only as long as needed and no more; utilize technical measures to protect data access and user rights at the file level. |
| 12  | Institute Industry-Standard Information Technology (IT) Practices in all Software Developments MT  
Address the full span of software vulnerability through measures in acquisition and operations through full life cycle continuous security and risk reduction practices from concept through retirement.  
Determine where and for what programs or missions it is recommended or necessary to require submission of a Software Bill of Materials (SBOM) and require a documented Secure Software Design Life Cycle (SSDL). |
| 13  | Require Vulnerability Monitoring, Coordinating, and Sharing across the Supply Chain of Command MT  
The NSIC should serve as the focal point to aggregate vulnerability information across all sources of public and private source information, including Defense intelligence and other IC content.  
Each Service component in both acquisition and sustainment should look for and coordinate information sharing among themselves and with designated software vulnerability information sharing mechanisms such as Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE), Information Sharing and Analysis Organizations (ISAOs), United States Computer Emergency Readiness Team (US-CERT), National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA), and Department of Justice (DOJ). |
| 14  | Advocate for Tax Incentives and Private Insurance Initiatives LT  
Work with Congress to provide tax incentives for contractors that invest in cyber and supply chain assurance, which is independently and routinely evaluated.  
Promote contractor use of cyber and supply chain insurance with government excess liability coverage. |
| 15  | For Resilience, Employ Failsafe Mechanisms to Backstop Mission Assurance LT  
For every critical function for which the consequence of an attack is denial of mission execution, develop means to execute the mission in a degraded state while under attack.  
Utilize "uncorrelated means" of accomplishing the mission in system and subsystem designs and diversity at the component, Service, or enterprise levels. |
COA Details

1. Elevate Security as a Primary Metric in DoD Acquisition and Sustainment (ST).

Acquisition today is driven to meet cost, schedule, and performance objectives. Absence of incentives for security contributes to widespread compromised systems. Currently, the misalignment of risk and reward during acquisition results in systemic risks being transferred to the operational and sustainment communities without accountability. DoD must shift from measuring program progress primarily by financial considerations to a metric of durable operational readiness of acquired systems. Planning must account for the true cost of ownership of capabilities. Existing contract authorities should be leveraged to require demonstration of system integrity and mission assurance to be a deliverable, to the best extent reasonably possible; software security and system resilience should be Key Performance Parameters for contract execution. Methods of providing continuous monitoring of system integrity and having alternate means of executing mission function through system design and engineering (at the subsystem, system, and enterprise levels) and through prepared operational strategies are essential to increasing resilience and “fight through” capability.

As we introduce new and more secure processes to the private and public sectors, increased cost is to be expected. Absent adjustment, cost factors too often drive decision making away from the desired security outcome. When viewed from the asymmetric threat perspective, this is an undesirable outcome that can be avoided only through high-level priority, policy, and accountability changes. Part of the new strategy must be to transform security concerns from a cost center to a profit center. Additional funding will be needed to avoid the outcome that treating security as a “4th pillar” will produce undesirable compromises to cost, schedule, or performance. Products free of compromise represent more value than compromised products and have reduced total cost of ownership.

Means of accomplishing this objective are further discussed in this report. One important strategy is to use acquisition authority to adjust the expectations of private sector contracting partners. Few DIB participants disagree that a better job can be done with security and integrity. Many, however, are unsure how to “benchmark” what they have accomplished so as to manage their own progress and, if asked, demonstrate to DoD, or to primes or higher tier contractors, that they are worthy of trust.

To realize security as the “4th pillar” requires that the degree of risk a current or potential contractor presents to the government be continuously measured and monitored. We see this evaluation taking place in three dimensions: measured by the government on currently performing contractors as a future performance indicator; measured by an independent not-for-profit or federally funded research and development
center (FFRDC) much like a “Moody’s” score and made publicly available; measured privately by the contractor via the private sector to monitor their operational risk.

The commercial sector is currently developing various services to address the last measurement technique. In investigating the second “Moody’s”-like scoring, we have received a positive response, within the Department and DIB community, to creation of an independent, expert resource to create and operate a security scoring mechanism. Conceptually, SIS could be used in bidder qualification and in the selection and award of contracts. DoD and industry should partner to create an independently administered entity, perhaps a not-for-profit 501(c)(3) organization, to create standards and processes for risk-based evaluation and scoring of contractors, perhaps separating contractors into “tiers” of accomplishment, and accompanied by commitments to continuous monitoring, reporting, and self-improvement. Use of SIS would be phased in, figuring initially into acquisition decisions for Major Defense Acquisition Programs (MDAPs) and other, selected high-impact programs. Over time, as government and industry become confident in the value of SIS, they can become an important part of the acquisition process for more programs and for many levels of the supply chain. Receipt of SIS credentials could be valuable in qualification for commercial supply chain participation as well.

All too often today, DIB contractors are reluctant to price added integrity and integrated risk management into their bids because the U.S. government rarely requires it in the Request for Proposal (RFP), and they fear losing the contract where higher cost may be a decisive negative discriminator. Adding security credentials into the mix by crediting SIS as earned should motivate contractors to make the needed investments and to secure development environments, moving security from the loss column to the profit column.

The historical emphasis on “cost, schedule, and performance” is a fundamental driver for actions of DoD as well as the DIB. The DoD requirements process has not put security and integrity on an equal footing, with the result that the costs of assurance work against the usual program metrics. This approach works against the integrity of weapon platforms in today’s world of diverse and severe cyber and supply chain threats. For all aspects of the system development life cycle, and throughout operation, sustainment, and system disposition, security must have higher priority. Dispersed, agile, and evolving threats require continuous commitment from both government and industry participants. Special attention is required for software security—an area of great exposure but given relatively low priority at present.

Even after increasing the importance of security across the acquisition process, there are other areas DoD needs to address for continuous improvement over a longer term:

- The Department already invests in new technologies that can be applied to identify and mitigate cyber and supply chain threats in the near term, mid-term, and long term. Where breakthrough technologies are found, they should be rapidly
exploited. The Department already is expanding use of non-procurement “Other Transaction Agreements” (OTAs) under 10 USC §2371b. To encourage innovation by its established and dedicated contractors, the Department should be able to make OTA awards to both “nontraditional” and “traditional” defense contractors. Beyond application to prototype projects, DoD may need clarified and enhanced legislative authority for transition from prototype to production and deployment, where justified by national security considerations.

- Constraints remain in the ordinary application of today’s “full and fair competition” rules to DoD acquisition at all phases of the system life cycle. Further study is needed to remove barriers to rapid, secure accomplishment of national security goals, while recognizing that competitive opportunity encourages industry participation and innovation. In the same vein, the Department should consider whether pending “acquisition reform” initiatives (such as the Section 809 Commission) give sufficient weight to security. As it considers the 809 Commission recommendations, the Department must assess the tension between current and planned reform actions and the full scope of the asymmetric threat and response.

- DoD needs to retain the trust of its contractors, who will not invest as needed in security (or in new technologies) without assurance of opportunity for return through a fair competitive process. Program budgets must incorporate funds sufficient for higher levels of security. Product integrity, data security, and supply chain assurance should become key contract award criteria. This will remove today’s security disincentive, as contractors now risk the award should they include costs that ensure delivery of uncompromised capabilities. In the competitive source selection process, DoD should incentivize bidders to make demonstrable and independently verifiable improvements to the protection of their system development and delivery processes and to sustained security over system life.

- “Transparency” and “open government” have policy benefits but expose massive amounts of exploitable information to adversaries, contributing to their knowledge base without counterpart exposure to the United States. This must stop. For high-impact programs and critical technologies, and in areas where known cyber and supply chain risk is present, the Department may need authority to obfuscate program and procurement information—and it will need corresponding capabilities from its private sector partners and their suppliers.

- DoD has reasons to seek more knowledge of contractor technologies, more data about as-built configurations, and more insight into supplier selection, pedigree, and provenance. These interests must be balanced with recognition that intellectual property (IP) is a critically important asset to many contractors, and DoD must assure its suppliers it can protect their IP, where demanded and delivered, and that contractors will retain the ability to exploit the IP of their innovations. DoD should always be mindful that its contractors must have a positive business case before they incur new costs and responsibility for software assurance or other security improvements.
For budgeting and planning, the Department needs to address the financial consequence of losing or utilizing a compromised critical system—including the ultimate cost of a failed mission for which the capability was developed in the first place. Likewise, much of the technological advantage the United States has enjoyed is constantly eroded due to adversary theft of key designs and technologies. (There are numerous examples of nearly identical adversary capabilities that our enemies have fielded as a result of compromised acquisitions.) To provide the requisite system security or confidence—from the outset rather than as a midlife correction or enhancement—realistic resource assessments should be factored into the expected acquisition and sustainment budgets. As shown in Figure 1, the up-front costs of a representative acquisition appear significantly different for a supply chain adequately protected from inception. The apparent cost differential, however, is significantly smaller for the protected acquisition when compared to the higher total cost of ownership experienced where failure to secure the supply chain initially delivers compromised products requiring expensive attempts at correction later in program life.

Once an exploited vulnerability is discovered, a new acquisition effort will be required to replace or re-engineer a deployed system. If the process is not protected, it may be

![Figure 1: Cost framework for SCRM: Total cost of ownership implications](image)
attacked again. Most serious in this entire paradigm is the loss of the ability to ensure that the mission for which the system is designed can be successfully conducted, and/or the loss of overmatch of the U.S. capability over the adversary.

2. Form a Whole-of-Government National Supply Chain Intelligence Center (NSIC) (ST).

Supply chain threats include but extend beyond the DIB. A whole-of-government (WOG) response first includes DoD and the IC with likely leadership from the National Counterintelligence Security Center (NCSC). This strategy then should then be extended to FBI, DHS, and other civilian agencies. DoD should endorse and support a national joint, inter-agency entity—the NSIC—that can aggregate all-source data, both classified and unclassified, cyber and non-cyber, and share it with at-risk operators and industrial partners. The NSIC should follow the NCTC model functionally. The NSIC would be jointly governed, likely reporting to the Director of National Intelligence (DNI), the Under Secretary of Defense for Intelligence (USD[I]), and the NCSC. The goal of the NSIC would be to support the delivery to Operating Forces of warfighting capabilities that are uncompromised and resilient (i.e., without their being wittingly or unwittingly lost, stolen, sold, inappropriately given away, degraded, or denied) through the use of all-source intelligence and warning. In the wake of the 9/11 events, President Bush worked with Congress to create the NCTC to enable the responsible exercise of new investigative and analytical authorities and information collection, consolidate data, facilitate information sharing, and provide national, state, and local warning within and across various public-sector entities. Its stated purpose is to “lead and integrate the national counterterrorism (CT) effort by fusing foreign and domestic CT information, providing terrorism analysis, sharing information with partners across the CT enterprise, and driving whole-of-government action to secure our national CT objectives.” Creation of the NSIC would be a similar initiative, drawing from experience and lessons learned over more than a decade of NCTC operations. From the DoD perspective, this could be partially realized by centralizing SCRM-TAC with the Industrial Security/CI mission owner under DSS lead.

With new authorities supported by policy and legislative changes, the NSIC would be able to share intelligence-based strategic warning among all DoD components and mission owners and, eventually, with all U.S. government (USG) department and agencies. This would contribute to a national resource for threat collection and analysis that produces actionable intelligence and measures that can be utilized across the WOG at the unclassified level. This integrated resource would develop and operate technologies for threat detection, artificial intelligence, and data analytics, enabling analysts to “connect the dots” among subtle and disparate data from a wide variety of sources. Risk assessments require an understanding of system vulnerabilities and their consequences across the supply chain cycle, as shown in Figure 2.
Risk assessment is crucial to supply chain defense and assurance of system integrity. Knowing the threat is the essential first function of successful risk assessment and supply chain defense. Existing stovepipes of legacy sectoral assignments hinder fully informed actions. Imperfect or incomplete intelligence dilutes the value of assessments and recommended actions while increasing the probability of a missed detection or false alarm. The NSIC will generate high-value threat assessments and be positioned, through joint interagency interactions, to help its component members develop measures of risk based on their specific vulnerabilities and mission failure consequences. It can combine all-source government intelligence, data from civilian agencies, and private sector reports.

As the center of excellence for supply chain strategic warning and risk assessment, the NSIC will be expert in knowing potential system vulnerabilities (inherent or introduced) if populated with representatives from the program and system engineering communities. The NSIC should be staffed with and led by trained analysts and subject matter experts who understand both the engineering technical characteristics of a potential exploitation as well as potential tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTPs) an adversary may use. Multiple, diverse stakeholders from across the development and acquisition community can use warnings produced by the NSIC. Consequences can be averted or mitigated by timely warning coupled with expert advice on response and recovery, as shown in Figure 3.

Attention must be directed to communicating strategic warnings (and action recommendations) to industry, as it is frequently the target and is best able to protect,
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detect, respond, and recover. Today, the distribution of threat information to industry—if it occurs at all—is too slow and too cumbersome. In an information age, means are needed to communicate electronically to industry. Methods must be established to share threat information and recommendations with companies who are not cleared contractors. It is difficult to translate from classified threat data into unclassified warning, but this is a responsibility that should be assigned to the NSIC. Informing only cleared industry is not satisfactory—it leaves the great majority of companies in the DIB uninformed and exposed.

This concept can also significantly reduce duplicative government purchasing of commercial data sources.

3 Execute a Campaign for Education, Awareness, and Ownership of Supply Chain and Digital Risk (ST).

Program executives and the acquisition workforce must be better informed, educated, and trained. The entire acquisition and sustainment community must become aware of the expanse of the asymmetric threat we face. As a matter of duty, supporting personnel must understand and “own” the problem—namely a lack of appreciation of how the new threat environment has made the supply chain a vector of attack and that this vulnerability continues for the entire supply chain cycle. As stated at
the outset, the supply chain is exposed to multiple threat vectors and categories. As shown by the recent experience with Kaspersky Labs anti-virus software, our software supply chains are being exploited, potentially on a massive scale, that could produce a host of nefarious outcomes. Supply chain risks extend beyond the subject of cybersecurity that often dominates the attention of Department leadership. Risks exist through the entire supply chain cycle and are not limited to networks and information systems. Deliberate insertion of non-conforming parts can sabotage mission capability. The firmware or software in electronic parts can be the subject of corruption or subversion. Adversaries, unfortunately, have many choices among attack surfaces to produce effects adverse to defense planning and mission execution.

New comprehensive curriculums on supply chain risk and asymmetric adversary intent should be readily available at the Department (e.g., Defense Acquisition University, National Defense University, National Intelligence University, etc.) and Component levels to members of the acquisition, operations, and sustainment communities.

The human factor contributes to supply chain risk. Individuals can enable, even engineer, hardware and software attacks. Insider threats remain among the most important causes of successful compromise. They can arise by design and intention, where an insider is untrustworthy, subject to foreign control or influence, or otherwise suborned, through means such as a social engineering attack. The same outcome can result from imprudent or uninformed actions without any hostile intent, by persons who lack sufficient training or who are given unmonitored or overbroad access to or authority over connected systems. Best practices for supply chain protection, in government and industry, call for improved training and better monitoring to detect, limit, or prevent insider-caused events.

Too often, within DoD and industry, senior executives pay insufficient attention to supply chain assurance—and too little investment of money or other resources—because they lack sufficient understanding of the problem and the hidden operational risks they incur. The awareness campaign recommended here is not a one-time or static exercise. Training has to evolve to keep pace with the intense rate of change in this threat/response landscape.
4. Identify and Empower a Chain of Command for Supply Chain with Accountability for Integrity to DEPSECDEF (ST).

How systems are engineered and designed in the future should be a fundamental focus for the Defense Research and Engineering (R&E) and Acquisition and Sustainment (A&S) communities. How capabilities are acquired and operated in a secure manner ultimately lies with those charged to organize, train, equip, and command—the Components. This needs to be reinforced. Consequently, the Service Vice Chief would be the official best positioned to reconcile inputs from Acquisition (cost, schedule and performance) and from the IC and CI (Security) through their development and approval of requirements and acceptance of delivered capabilities. Since supply chain security is an overarching domain—ffecting requirements, acquisition, operations, and sustainment—the Service Component Vice Chiefs should own the responsibility to ensure that the acquisitions under their command and for their operations are conducted in a manner that values system integrity and mission assurance to Deliver Uncompromised. Cross-Service vulnerabilities and opportunities for effective threat response across the Department can be served by the Vice Chairman, Joint Staff, and possibly an accountable Supply Chain Integrity Executive within the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD). These resources should be organized to support this chain of command and be held accountable at the Vice Chairman and the Executive levels to the DEPSECDEF for successful implementation with authorities that span the Department.

This authority should be coupled with personal accountability. The function affects all Military Departments as well as the fourth estate supporting agencies. Just as the corporate world is now standing up Vice Presidents for Supply Chain, and DNI/NCSC has a Supply Chain Directorate, DoD’s supply chain responsibilities should be vested in these single individuals and offices with expanded authority and strong lines of interaction across the Department. Counterintelligence and security should not be subordinate to business and engineering professionals. The supply chain threat is larger than information and communications technology and extends beyond network-delivered cyber attacks upon information and information systems. Accordingly, if system and supply chain integrity is viewed as its own mission, there are many contributing functions, among them Chief Intelligence Officer and cyber, CI and Defense Procurement and Acquisition Policy (DPAP), systems engineering and industrial base, etc. Considered as a whole, the potential function of a DoD supply chain executive reaches to...
issues of technology base and national assets, such as foundries and field-programmable gate array (FPGA) assurance and supply, and the advancement of specialized assurance technologies such as automated software verification and emerging methods of authentication and measurement to protect against threat vectors from the IoT. Consolidated authority is needed for effective coordination among many contributing functions and to enable DoD leadership to make strategic decisions on approach, investment, and execution of assurance measures and to interact, coordinate, and collaborate across the WOG in a more consistent manner. It would ensure proper, accountable representations across the WOG as the nation begins to seriously deal with the supply chain security issue.

5. Centralize SCRM-TAC under DSS and Extend DSS Authority (ST).

SCRM-TAC, at present, is not well linked to USG and DoD assets performing operational intelligence, counterintelligence, security, and law enforcement prosecution. Although DoD, pursuant to instructions 5200.44, Protection of Mission Critical Functions to Achieve Trusted Systems and Networks (TSN), and Committee on National Security Systems Directive 505, Supply Chain Risk Management, has worked with SCRM-TAC, Joint Acquisition and Protection Cell, and Joint Federated Assurance Center to produce a TSN Mitigation Playbook, vulnerabilities have continued to plague the process. SCRM-TAC focuses on portions of the intent and capability of adversaries, but not Component capability vulnerabilities and consequences, which are the domain of the acquisition and sustainment communities and elements of “DSS In Transition” currently being stood up. SCRM-TAC also is isolated from industry information sources.

DSS, in contrast, has CI operators in the field, and access to DIB information on classified contracts. The capability of DSS would be more robust and scalable if SCRM-TAC were to report to DSS. In this context, “report” should be understood to mean both administrative control and operational control. Production of supply chain intelligence would be enriched and accelerated by this change and further enhanced by combining these sources with content from the FBI and other authorities as needed. These would be initial steps for the Department’s participation in a wider community-wide strategic warning capability, as is the intent of NSIC as described above. A consolidated, well-staffed and organized body of analysts well trained in structured analytical techniques could then be positioned to help program acquisition and sustainment to actually address risk to the program as a function of not only threat, but system vulnerabilities and potential consequences.

Elements of the acquisition community within DoD, however, are attempting to use SCRM-TAC as a clearinghouse on risk—a function that cannot be provided in the construct as described above. There are many elements and definitions of risk, and DoD should standardize on its own Defense Science Board and NCSC definition, as
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illustrated in Figure 2 above. In some instances, SCRM-TAC is asked to provide the “risk” of a program utilizing specific components; in others, the risk of an entire system design. In nearly all instances, SCRM-TAC is utilized relatively late in the process, well after major procurement and design decisions have been made, and lacks sufficient information to conduct such assessments. At the program acquisition planning level, there seems to be less than recommended receptivity for strategic warning, especially when related to enterprise-wide threats. We have made several recommendations to specifically address these problems and approach supply chain security with threat analysis, information sharing, and intelligence management functions that would holistically address the challenge and mitigate risk. Although a daunting challenge, this report concludes that it is vital to recognize and address supply chain threats early in the acquisition planning rather than react later in the program cycle and attempt remediation after systems are built and deployed.


Our adversaries have demonstrated they wish to engage us not kinetically but rather asymmetrically. The landscape of potential non-kinetic adversary attacks is broad indeed. The United States lacks a comprehensive deterrence against these actions. We worry and debate over the possibility of a lawsuit by a contractor or supplier who is intentionally jeopardizing mission assurance while China openly discusses “lawfare” as a strategy. All levels of DoD leadership must fully understand the adversary’s strategic intent to act through all of the supply chain (hardware, software, and service), cyber IT, cyber-physical, and the human element (witting or unwitting), and adjust the Department’s response and posture accordingly.

As with other military domains (air, sea, land, and cyber), asymmetric warfare is, among other characteristics, complex and destructive, with offensive and defensive capabilities and a commitment to action (strategies and tactics). National leadership must recognize that we are currently in a state of war within all of these domains via asymmetric actions. The ability to take a whole-of-government or whole-of-society approach to combat an adversary’s attack must take on the same level of investment, planning, and implementation we would exercise for a more conventional attack on our homeland and allies. A key part of the strategy is to reform our acquisition policies and authorities to combat an adversarial manipulation of the supply chain and work with the private sector.

The impact of this insidious asymmetric warfare against the United States has gone largely unrecognized. Some refer to this domain as conflict in the “gray zone” because of its comparative absence of visibility and the continuing challenge to attribution to responsible actors. Awareness of the true complexity of the asymmetric threat is distorted by the very nature of the technical and operational approaches our adversaries are employing in their attacks. Our response has been stunted because
of the lack of public awareness and understanding of adversaries’ intentions, capabilities, or hostile acts.

Most nation-states have a full complement of technologies available to achieve their asymmetric strategies and goals. The development of effective approaches to take advantage of inherent vulnerabilities in complex systems is well within their capabilities and the access to our systems they enjoy through our supply chains. Likewise, through reverse engineering of complex systems, nation-states are capable of introducing or inserting vulnerabilities for exploitation.

This full-spectrum threat is not only capable of developing technical products, but is coupled with the requisite operational tradecraft, training, access development, and resources to mount an effective attack. All levels of DoD leadership must fully understand the adversary’s strategic intent to act through blended operations.

Even the relatively unsophisticated actors, with limited or incomplete knowledge of our systems, can develop capabilities that have a profound impact on our offensive and defensive capabilities and infrastructures; to deny us the ability to effectively utilize them to achieve our tactical and strategic objectives. These capabilities are often available through third-party venues that leverage nation-state investments, often at low cost.

A significant shortfall in our defense is the lack of visibility to identify our adversaries’ signatures or implementation across multiple domains and critical infrastructures. Indeed, misattribution of their actions is an important part of their strategy. In part this is due to the segmentation of responsibility we have imposed on ourselves for decades. Today, responsibility for risk to DoD capabilities is dispersed across departments and agencies and among many DoD Components and entities. The result is that leadership views their roles and responsibilities, with respect to security and acquisition integrity, through many different lenses. Each lens provides a limited view of the complete landscape in which we procure and maintain our weapon systems, exercise command and control, and utilize various infrastructures. A comprehensive, seamless approach is required to provide the requisite awareness, support, and response of all participants throughout the WOG enterprise.

As it is for other warfare domains, it is essential that an integrated approach to an education program, tailored for the various levels of participants from senior leadership through subject matter experts, provide a complete awareness of current procurement requirements and processes, the availability and utilization of intelligence, adversary TTPs, and the fundamental construct of adequate risk assessments and mitigation.

In the near term, we need to better utilize or leverage current authorities of departments, institutions, organizations, and agencies, and re-establish or confirm their roles and responsibilities, with the goal of reducing overall administrative burden,
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redundancies, and costs, while vastly improving their effectiveness to combat asymmetric threats.

7. **Establish Independently Implemented Automated Assessment and Continuous Monitoring of DIB Software (MT).**

Mission-critical systems depend upon complex software assemblies with imperfect assurance. Where DoD programs require the DIB to develop custom software or exploit commercial and open-source software, DoD should require the application of automated validation tools and subject software to independent continuous monitoring for nefarious behavior. Independent validation is especially important where DIB primary and subcontractors use agile or DevOps environments. This may require the creation of a new, independent organization to evaluate the inherent risk within applications and processes, but this is already beginning to happen in the private sector. Ideally, this service should be provided by an independent, unbiased organization such as a not-for-profit or FFRDC. Preliminary conversations indicate that industry is more likely to embrace an assessment or credentialing organization if it is independent of government, though it also must have strong ties to government and the ability to receive and act upon information unique to government sources, including classified information.

Software security is a special risk. Some say, “software is the new hardware” or “software is everything.” Software developers rely increasingly upon third-party components for today’s complex applications. Much of the software used in devices and systems across all technology types is from multiple sources about which, in all but exceptional cases, little is known. Should adversaries insert malicious functionality into open-source components of software code or exploit latent vulnerabilities, the resulting corruption of the software tool chain can have pervasive and durable effects; these may not result in immediate harm but can be activated at the time chosen by an adversary. Hence, static assessment or static certification by itself is insufficient to ensure protection.

8. **Advocate for Litigation Reform and Liability Protection (MT).**

For DoD (and the WOG) to achieve and sustain cyber defense and supply chain resiliency, government and industry must work together. Government laws and regulations can shape desired industrial behavior. Litigation and potential legal liability also figure prominently as both incentives and constraints on the way industry accomplishes security objectives. This is especially true in the production of software. DoD can lead efforts at litigation reform to manage liability risks and therefore to encourage positive industry behavior and facilitate timely government actions. This subject is addressed in Annex II.

Industry plays a crucial role. While DoD funds programs, conducts acquisition, and exercises oversight, it relies on the innovation and resources of its industrial base to execute programs and for the technological advantages our warfighters need. Therefore, in dealing with its contractors, DoD should be creating the best environment to ensure supplier security and resilience. Industry is the source of the new technologies to protect those technologies and can provide innovative means, operational and technical, to defend them. Industry often can respond more quickly and with more advanced, difficult-to-defeat technical measures than can government counterparts. Getting the best and most out of industry should be DoD’s objective and is a primary element of Deliver Uncompromised. Adversaries know to attack those elements of the supply chain that have done the least. For this reason, DoD has to strike a balance— incentivizing best practices and company initiative on the one hand but requiring sufficient security measures on the other. The ultimate goal of the Department, to reduce operational risk, is promoted by measures that supplant compliance considerations as drivers and add positive incentives for companies to continuously examine and improve their systems and practices. This subject is addressed in Annex III.

Elsewhere in this report, we recommend a WOG approach to addressing supply chain resilience and integrated risk management. In some respects, this is only half the equation. As the character of warfare has changed, future battles may be fought, lost, or won within the industrial base. That base includes not only suppliers and integrators that specialize in defense acquisitions, but many other sources—some “commercial” and even “commercial off the shelf (COTS)” —whose products and services are incorporated in defense systems and infrastructure operation. For this reason, next-generation security merits a “whole of industry” approach. Beyond what can be accomplished with companies that are government contractors, leaders should consider how to establish and implement security and resilience standards to cover commercial sources and COTS suppliers. Otherwise, vulnerabilities at the weakest link remain. Because DoD is a major purchaser of supplies and services from the acquisition vehicles of other agencies, such as the General Services Administration Schedule 70 Governmentwide Acquisition Contract or the National Aeronautics and Space Administration Solutions for Enterprise-Wide Procurement, it will be necessary to extend the coverage of contract measures and validation methods to the contracting vehicles of civilian agencies for the acquisition of commercial IT products and product-based services. As demonstrated vividly by the experience with Kaspersky Labs software, attention must extend to commercial software as well as open-source software content that drives systems on which the government and the private sector rely.

The Combatant Commands, being forward-deployed outside the Continental United States, often in hostile and always in high CI threat environments, have unique supply chain and system integrity acquisition (contracting) and operational needs. They lack dedicated DIA/DSS interface, receive little in the way of warning, and when they do, there is no formal requirement for the Commander to act on such potential threats. Formation of the NSIC, as recommended above, would be extremely helpful to the Combatant Commands, as they would ultimately have a handful of liaisons with ready access to threat intelligence. In the meantime, adequate Joint Staff representation with DSS’s expanded authorities as elsewhere recommended would support NSIC or interim entities.

To directly address these shortcomings, DPAP has drafted legislation that includes modifications of sections 841-843 of the NDAA, which goes back to 2012 and was modified in 2015. The draft legislation, which was approved by OSD, the Combatant Commands, Office of the General Counsel, and OMB, to shore up operational environment contracting overseas, includes proposed modifications for the 2019 NDAA. DoD should actively engage with Congress and the Executive Branch to build a strong support base to extend these authorities to the Combatant Commands. The recommendations that concern extension of these statutory authorities are summarized in Annex IV.

Contractors also have a role to play to avoid purchases from compromised and high-risk sources. Already, leading commercial companies go to great lengths to verify and monitor the trustworthiness of their supply chain. These should become prevailing if not expected practices within the defense supply chain. For certain types of key systems or technologies, it may be necessary to limit suppliers to U.S. sources or to validated international sources. Companies in the DIB should be encouraged to take measures to identify, mitigate, and then eliminate dependencies upon at-risk foreign sources.


Much of U.S. defense and intelligence has confused the concept of “need to know” with “classified.” As a result, vast amounts of information regarding system design, trades, vendors, parts lists, operational details, etc., are usually available to anyone on the program, and much of it is available to the general public if they desire to go looking for it. Yet the commercial world treats its IP much more carefully and is much stricter concerning not only who they share their information with but how. Minimally persistent information sharing—much like that used in applications such as
Snapchat—in which minimum information is shared with a subcontractor or vendor via a thin-client network and only available for as long as needed—is becoming industry best practice in some circles. Some elements of the DIB are voluntarily using such techniques on defense contracts without being asked to by the USG. DoD could require such state-of-the-art techniques and compartmentalization based on need-to-know as a part of its basic information protection plan within the Department as well as contractually with suppliers.

Furthermore, where a program is in its life cycle is a determining function of what kind of protective measures are available (see Figure 2). Key capabilities that have been in operational use for decades are likely well known by our adversaries. As a result, their operational assurance risk should be considered high, and for the most vital ones, DoD should seriously consider increasing the ambiguity and uncertainty of the adversary with respect to these programs. Programs early in their life cycle are the easiest to protect, but that commitment needs to be made at conception and maintained through the life cycle.

There is a wide range of special options available for the most important programs, but each is different, depending on where the program is in its development cycle (from conception through retirement). The options exercised will become classified, but there will be tens of these, not hundreds.


**Software Bill of Materials (SBOM)**

The software industry has progressed tremendously in the past several decades. Software is the “glue” that binds together components, systems, subsystems, sensors, etc. It is through software instructions that information moves to produce data-based decision making in complex instantiations of hardware. As software has acquired central significance in many systems of ever-expanding complexity, great change has occurred in how software code is created, compiled, and used. The software of complex systems is often built from many discrete software modules that perform distinct functions. Modern software can be rapidly or even automatically assembled. In this respect, software development increasingly resembles manufacturing processes. Thus, it is likely that any given custom or commercially available software system is, in fact, a product of a varied and often complex supply chain. Yet, all too often, and especially with open-source software, little is known concerning the pedigree of the software developer (who owns or controls the developer, for example) or the provenance of the software components (what measures were taken to ensure its integrity and trustworthiness).
In recognition of this fact, good industry practices increasingly mandate the use of an SBOM that identifies the provenance of the various components. If done properly, an SBOM can estimate the overall risk of the ensemble of software elements based on the risk of the individual elements. A dramatic increase in the security of operational software instantiations could be achieved by combining independent continuous monitoring of the development system and operations, independent integrity scoring of the contractor/vendor, and some type of real-time anomaly/event detection for the operational system.

Tracking software composition across the supply chain beyond the primary contractor/vendor is highly recommended and can be leveraged as a contractual term. Acquisition contract language should require the disclosure of commercial, open-source, and third-party software components as part of an SBOM. These disclosures should be independently verified. Knowingly providing false information should be subject to liability for damage and other sanctions against responsible contractors. DoD should not continue to do business with or use software sources that fail to deliver software uncompromised and those that submit false, misleading, or incomplete information. Taking such an approach as this is believed to be consistent with trends in the private sector and is recommended as a tenet of best industry practice.

Secure Software Design Life Cycle (SSDL)

The SSDL is a process DoD could apply to integrate security and integrity into the software development process from concept through decommissioning. This life-cycle approach to the software integrity challenge, blending security and risk identification and management across the acquisition and sustainment boundaries, will require true institutionalization of integrity and accountability in the chain of command. This process should begin with planning and requirements and continue through architecture and design, testing, coding, release, and maintenance. Simply “testing” or “certifying” once during Initial Operating Test and Evaluation is not only inadequate but signals to the adversary exactly when and how to “get past the gate” of security. By utilizing SBOM with continuous monitoring of the development environment coupled with SSDL techniques, this exposure can be reduced, resulting in a tangible realization of software integrity and a greater understanding of risk. The objective is for software security and integrity to become a continuous rather than a time-specific concern—from concept to retirement.

DoD can take a wide variety of SSDL approaches to software development that go well beyond the scope of this report. Industry best practices include use of code scanning tools both statically and dynamically and the establishment of realistic security goals and the means to measure progress toward them.

While execution of a specific exploit against a particular program or capability may seem local, in reality, it is likely part of a more organized asymmetric offensive strategy against the United States’ ability to project force or for the adversary to collect intelligence, steal IP, or otherwise gain a competitive advantage. Therefore, information sharing and the results of vulnerability monitoring are critical elements of an integrated defense. While the NSIC will provide strategic warning and insight into the risks of dealing with individual vendors/contractors or components, valuable information for the counterintelligence picture across the Department comes from the programs and operational Components in the form of self-reporting and observations of anomalous or suspicious activity or behavior. Currently, even within a Service Component, clear examples of incident reporting and potential exploitation are rare. While DSS enjoys a reliable stream of sharing from the DIB, its current purview is constrained to cleared facilities and the contractors using those facilities. Each Service Component in both acquisition and sustainment should look for and coordinate information sharing among themselves and with designated software vulnerability information sharing mechanisms such as the CVE® database, ISAOs, the NTIA, the National Cyber Awareness System of US-CERT, and reports of the Computer Crime and Intellectual Property Section of the DOJ. Many of the COAs recommended by this report reinforce this discovery and sharing.

A vendor vetting database should be created and available to all. This could be championed out of DSS, DPAP, and NSIC. This database would house relevant acquisition, intelligence, and security information related to supply chain risk.


There is a range of viable options for incentivizing members of the DIB to embrace cyber and supply chain security—especially the smaller subcontractors that are likely to be the most attractive targets of hostile actors. A central theme of this report is that DoD should examine ways to transform risk-management security functions from a cost center to a potential profit center—and a critical differentiator in the source selection process. We have identified and briefly described two categories that would produce positive financial incentives for the DIB—tax and insurance—and suggest other business initiatives to influence private sector actions. These measures would serve the congruent purposes of protecting contractor IP and protecting DoD technical data and other sensitive but unclassified information. DoD can make legislative proposals or otherwise advocate to Congress. This subject is addressed in Annex V.

Beyond exploitation aimed at intelligence collection or harvesting of U.S. intellectual property, the objective of asymmetric adversary warfare is to degrade DoD’s ability to execute its missions. The adversary has choices among targets. It may be able to achieve its ends largely, even entirely, through asymmetric operations launched against the private sector. An example is where an attack upon commercial logistics systems or transportation infrastructure denies the United States the ability to move forces when and where needed. Adversaries likewise target DoD capabilities directly. As shown in Figure 2, the ultimate exposure of such actions is where the consequence of attack, in the risk equation, produces a “fatal” result—denying readiness for mission. Means must therefore be identified to understand what critical systems are at risk of attack that could reduce them to a non-mission-ready state, and institute techniques that restore systems to a “fixable” state where mission execution continues even in a degraded state until full restoration is achieved.

The high-level, fundamental means of accomplishing resilience, from a system design perspective, is the use of “uncorrelated means of accomplishing the mission.” In other words, there should be no single points of failure for critical mission elements—resiliency should be realized through smart system design, implementation, diversity, and redundancy. This can be done at the component, subsystem, system, and even enterprise level. For example, if command and control is singularly dependent upon satellite communications, then alternate means of enabling even degraded communications must be designed into the system to provide a failsafe mechanism. Ideally, different design teams, vendors, and contractors would design these failsafe back-ups, and collective knowledge of the entire system operation would be closely held. Realistic exercises should be conducted to inform mission owners of where they are at risk and how to recover.

A similar practice is utilized in the commercial world today, although often driven by the extremely high financial cost of loss of operational capability due to non-malicious events. For example, Amazon Web Services has multiple levels of failsafe mechanisms built into its architecture at the board, rack, building, micro geo-location, and macro geo-location—originally to ensure that when someone drops an item in their shopping cart, that information is not lost should a portion of the system fail.

This same type of integrated, integrity-based thinking needs to become pervasive within system engineering and design of DoD capabilities and could be a focus of OSD(R&E).
Conclusion

As a nation, we are at a watershed moment as the character and arguably even the nature of war is changing. There is now overwhelming evidence that adversaries employ blended operations in asymmetric warfare to steal our intellectual property, compromise our technical information, and to degrade, deny, or otherwise damage our factories and critical infrastructure. It is necessary to cast aside historical assumptions that have proven more to trap us than to protect. It is time to put legacy methods behind us. While we should be informed by the past, we should not become its prisoner. Therefore, the Department of Defense must lead initiatives to reduce exposure to hostile acts and enhance security of assets and capabilities. There are many initiatives to be combined and managed. Some affect the internal operations of the Department. Some are directed at the industrial base upon which DoD relies. And some require the coordination of resources among intelligence sources so that threat information can be rapidly processed to produce and appropriately distribute actionable strategic warning. The effort will take time and will present many challenges—but perpetuation of the status quo is unacceptable. We are past the time we can be satisfied with responses that are incidental or merely incremental.

The *Deliver Uncompromised* strategy merits leadership attention and immediate action. In the near term, *Deliver Uncompromised* means that mission owners can trust that the industrial base will not confer technical information or information advantage to adversaries. Means to achieve *Deliver Uncompromised* include elevating security as a primary metric for DoD acquisition, forming a Whole of Government National Supply Chain Intelligence Center, using existing acquisition authority and contracting leverage, and taking measures internal to the Department to empower leadership, better inform decision makers, and use accountability to spur results. This all needs to be done in concert with an incentivized and rewarded DIB.

DoD requires a Global Campaign Plan that goes well beyond countering terrorism—one that will defeat asymmetric threats being perpetrated against the United States. This report can serve as the foundation for a comprehensive strategy to defend the procurement and sustainment of the capabilities upon which DoD depends.
Annex I: Contractual Measures

Efforts are needed to create standards for security sufficiency that comprise a “standard of care” expected contractually of every company in the DoD supply chain. Medium and small-sized suppliers frequently complain that they need consistency and coordination in establishing security credentials to the satisfaction of DoD or higher tier contractors. We recommend that DoD and industry establish a system and process to produce SIS, as introduced earlier in this report.

Industry is likely to have more trust in such a system if it is administered by an independent, expert, public-private body that would work with government, standards-setting bodies, industry, academia, technical specialists, and other interested parties. This entity would be able to receive classified materials so that the rating system would reflect the changing threat landscape. We envision the organization acting as an accrediting intermediary. DoD could establish levels or tiers of security sufficiency (Low, Moderate, and High, for example). The public-private entity could work with and for industry to guide, assess, accredit, and even authorize. Credentials received by a supplier through this process could be leveraged to demonstrate assurance to many potential defense customers and other public (or private) sector clients.

This report contains various contracting recommendations. Some will require new regulations and contract clauses. A few might require new statutory authority and rulemaking. To accomplish these will be time-consuming, and there may be uncertainty and questioning from some in the DIB. Those are not reasons to refrain from new action. The plain truth, however unfortunate, is that too many of the Department’s present programs and operations already are compromised. Expecting better from our adversaries in the future, or believing that these problems will resolve themselves, would cause optimism to triumph over reality. However difficult, bold new action is required, and the acquisition process—broadly understood—is essential to positive change. Below, we summarize key concepts for using contractual leverage:

1. Achievement of minimum security measures can be required for companies (at any level) to participate in the defense supply chain for certain acquisitions.

2. Beyond trusting contractors to provide “adequate security” as required by DFARS 252.204-7012, the Department can establish measures and methods to review and assess actual accomplishment of promised security measures.

3. The Department can work with industry to establish metrics for enterprise-level accreditation of accomplished security using expert third parties for assessment. Use of SIS could motivate improved industry measures.

4. In determining eligibility for new awards, the Department can review the adequacy of required security measures, consider SIS, insist upon specified levels of accreditation, or otherwise
direct requiring activities to make authorization decisions based on their assessment of perceived risk for their specific missions.

5. Where competitive source selection methods are used, DoD can treat security as an evaluation factor and make superior security a positive competitive discriminator. RFPs would inform companies of what is expected and how it will be reviewed.

6. For software assurance, in appropriate contracts DoD can require source code disclosures, minimum maintenance and patching, continuous monitoring, and mandatory event reporting.

7. Using established safeguards, methods, and practices, DoD could establish minimum "standards of due care" such that gross negligence could expose contractors to civil liability or limit their eligibility for future contracts or subcontracts absent satisfactory corrective measures.

8. Contractual “safe harbor” provisions could be used to encourage positive security actions by contractors and to remove present barriers to prompt incident reporting and full cooperation with DoD’s assessment and remediation measures.

9. Once appropriate standards are in place, DoD could require contractors to have specified levels of cyber and supply chain insurance.

10. DoD can improve its oversight of contractors to include review of cyber and supply chain assurance measures. DSS can extend its present responsibilities beyond cleared contractors.

Annex II: Litigation Reform Measures

Areas Where Litigation Exposure Should Be Reduced

It is advantageous for DoD that industry reports promptly and fully on known or suspected cyber and supply chain attacks and discovered software vulnerabilities. The DIB and its suppliers need to improve their record of reporting cyber incidents, supply chain vulnerabilities, and assurance failures. Potential litigation risk is part of the problem—both for industry and government.

- Contractors need “safe harbors” to promptly share suspicious or potentially derogatory information with NSIC for its assessment of and appropriate action on potential cyber and supply chain exploitations. Legislation or new regulation may be needed to establish that contractors making good-faith, informed reports on cyber and supply chain attacks will not be exposed to third-party lawsuits challenging the validity of such reports or seeking damages against the reporting entity.

For this to occur, contractors need assurance that NSIC can protect the identity of reporting entities and keep reports confidential. NSIC will need to develop protocols on how to disseminate threat and response information based upon the reports.

- DSS has demonstrated the ability to leverage its existing contractual authorities for facility clearances; more robust information sharing on behalf of contractors would go much further with appropriate liability protections. Companies seeking to be treated as “trusted suppliers” can be asked to agree to higher obligations of event reporting and terms of participation in information sharing. New initiatives should be informed by present experience, such as that acquired by the Defense Microelectronics Activity in its trusted accreditation program. In this initiative, DoD must remain cognizant that suppliers will accept costs and burdens of specialized security regimes only if there is a corresponding business case that covers the costs and offers opportunity for profit.
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- The government may need litigation reform to act upon industry reports or inputs from other public or non-public sources. Reporting is likely to have the highest value where it can be accomplished quickly. Speed is of the essence. Delays caused by legal review and process can work against the national interest. If the government acts to publish and disseminate contractor-sourced information, it may be exposed to third-party liability under the Federal Tort Claims Act (FTCA), 28 U.S.C. §§ 1346(b), 2671-2680, unless it can claim an exemption such as that for “discretionary function.” The exigencies and gravity of cyber and supply chain threats may call for national security exceptions to standing laws and regulations. For example, a new FTCA exception could provide a basis for the federal government to claim immunity from third-party claims arising from cyber alerts and actions.

DoD and WOG should have a set of tools to benefit its contractors and their suppliers who invest to develop new technologies for cyber and supply chain defense. These can run the gamut of functions—Identify, Protect, Detect, Respond, Recover—that the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) has identified as the Core elements in the NIST Framework for Improving Critical Infrastructure.

- The SAFETY Act, administered by DHS, encourages investment in anti-terrorism technologies through liability limitations for qualifying, approved products, equipment, service, devices, and technologies. DoD should encourage Congress to extend this aspect of the SAFETY Act to cyber and supply chain security investments. Companies that make such investments and utilize new security systems should face reduced exposure to third-party and government claims following a cyber or supply chain attack. The immunity should extend also to subcontractors and suppliers who employ validated technologies.

- Industry needs to have confidence in the efficacy and expertise of the persons or entities assigned the responsibility to assess and qualify the cyber and supply chain technologies eligible for SAFETY Act liability protection. Consideration is warranted of assigning this function to a trusted third-party intermediary (public or private) that can concentrate expertise, promote new standards and best practices, secure valuable contractor IP, and coordinate with DoD and other government resources for their input and, if appropriate, approval. Potentially, the same independent intermediary that conducts assessments and assigns SIS could perform the SAFETY Act reviews.

Areas Where Liability Risk Might Be Increased

With limited exceptions, it is at best uncertain where or under what circumstances any DoD contractor would face liability to DoD for damages should it fail to fulfill minimum contractual requirements for supply chain and cyber security. Under present law, action could be brought under the False Claims Act for knowing or reckless disregard of cyber obligations, or for intentionally false promises to operate with security that were not fulfilled. To be sure, no contractor or commercial enterprise can guarantee that it will not suffer cyber or supply chain attack, and the fact of attack should never be treated as evidence, itself, of fault on the part of the entity attacked.

Nonetheless, if there is little or no prospect of monetary liability to the DoD customer, and where there may be no financial consequences for bad cyber and supply chain hygiene, some companies may ignore their promises, and others will fail to commit sufficient resources and attention to security improvement. DoD should examine where and on what basis, and with what process, it could expose contractors to contractual damage liability for failure to take reasonable and timely cyber and supply chain assurance measures. Even if the bar is set very high for a contractor to be held liable for breach of expected minimums for assurance, the prospect of such litigation and potential liability may have salutary effects upon
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management commitment and company actions. Moreover, the Department may consider whether to seek legislative authority and a regulatory basis to hold its contractors, on selective programs, liable for gross negligence in failure to fulfill cyber and supply chain commitments.

Software liability is an area that merits close attention. Vulnerabilities arise from poor software security, yet it remains the prevailing commercial practice not to make users and operators responsible for software-caused failures and to immunize those who developed the software. For its mission-critical and specially developed software, DoD can demand higher security across the software development life cycle, especially in projects that involve agile or DevOps environments or software refresh during sustainment. Much of the software used in contemporary systems has open-source components with uncertain pedigree or provenance. DoD should consider when to require an SBOM and can encourage Congress to hold hearings on whether to change the law on software immunity—perhaps for certain areas of commerce related to national security and industry and key infrastructure.

It remains true that a hostile actor instigates software, cyber, and supply chain attacks, and therefore, the initiating responsibility resides with the attacker. Today’s security environment, however, is one in which such attacks are a fact of life. The attacks are recurring, persistent, diverse, evolving, and highly destructive. In this environment, those who own and operate systems at risk of these threats have a duty of due care to take actions reasonable, in light of what they know of threat, vulnerability, and consequence, and responsible, considering their resources and technical capabilities. Some analysts have argued that the prospect of civil litigation in the courts and liability for damages will prove important to move the whole of industry to act. The standard of care will figure prominently in what companies do to mitigate litigation risk. DoD has a responsibility to establish and incentivize cyber and supply chain standards that will set a standard of care that is achievable and affordable for the DIB and its suppliers.

Annex III: Ensure Supplier Readiness and Use Contract Terms

The Department should communicate to all levels of the supply chain that integrity is both expected and rewarded, for continuing DoD business, and that delivering uncompromised and resilient products is an integral part of contract performance—equal (at least) to cost, schedule, and performance.

Supplier Readiness

DoD can exercise creative options to ensure supplier readiness.

- DoD can work with industry stakeholders to establish cyber and supply chain security standards and practices, and software assurance measures, building off the increasing volume of NIST work that integrates cyber and supply chain measures.

NIST has issued a proposed Revision 5 to SP 800-53 and the Cybersecurity Framework v. 1.1, which encourage important progress in elaboration of combined cyber and supply chain measures. Indeed, the just released SP 800-37 Revision 2 includes the following concise statement of purpose:

“To integrate supply chain risk management (SCRM) concepts into the RMF [Risk Management Framework] to protect against untrustworthy suppliers, insertion of counterfeits, tampering, unauthorized production, theft, insertion of malicious code, and poor manufacturing and development practices throughout the SDLC [System Development Life Cycle].”
As companies act to implement these safeguards, they can be evaluated and assigned into tiers of relative security. Previously in this report, we introduced the idea of SIS. A similar approach is used elsewhere in the federal government. For example, the NIST Cybersecurity Framework articulates four Implementation Tiers in a range from Partial (Tier 1) to Adaptive (Tier 4). Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS) 199 distinguishes among security impact at levels of Low, Moderate, and High. As elaborated in FIPS 200 and NIST SP 800-53, obligations for controls and enhancements are linked to the impact level of information at risk. The implementation of the Federal Risk and Authorization Management Program (FedRAMP) is particularly instructive. FedRAMP provides a standardized approach to security for cloud computing and for the authorization of cloud services for civilian agencies. In simplified form, FedRAMP produces Authorization to Operate for federal customers for Low-, Moderate-, and High-impact systems. DoD has special requirements for cloud, but again it is a hierarchy of information sensitivity, with more security required for higher Impact Levels. The Defense Information Systems Agency has produced the Security Requirements Guide, which adds overlay of both process and substantive security requirements building on FedRAMP, again relying on NIST SP 800-53 as the catalog of available controls.

For cyber and supply chain assurance, we envision that DoD can work with industry to specify which assurance methods and measures must be met for a contractor to earn a Low, Moderate, or High SIS. Each requiring activity (or each prime contractor) can decide whether its program requires the additional measures (and expense) of a supplier with a higher score, and what evaluation credit to extend for competitors with different score levels. For FedRAMP, the security assessment process is the responsibility of independent third-party assessment organizations working to government-approved process and standards. For the SIS process, we see merit in following a similar approach that allocates the assessment and scoring responsibility to accredited third parties.

Both suppliers and DoD will benefit if security credentials, established once, can be leveraged across all DoD Requiring Activities. The same approach—“do once, use many times”—can be applied to assessment of suppliers and SIS. Documentation that supports the assigned rating can be available for review by requiring activities within the Department. This prevents duplication of assessment. DoD can require that companies awarded an SIS credential conduct continuous monitoring, and the status as a holder of a credential can be subject to review and renewal at specified intervals. This too is like FedRAMP. It also is similar to the process DSS uses in the grant of Facility Clearance Levels.

It may take some time to establish this credentialing regime, to establish expected methods and assessment process, and to resolve questions of roles and missions among many potentially interested stakeholders. There can be high payoff, however.

Acquisition and Contract Terms

DoD has great influence, through the acquisition process, on the companies that constitute the DIB supply chain. The Department can make better use of these tools to achieve and sustain cyber and supply chain security.

DoD, through DFARS 252.204-7012, requires all its contractors to have “adequate security” to protect Controlled Unclassified Information (CUI), relying on the 110 safeguards in NIST SP 800-171. Today, there is no method or requirement for assessment, as the implementation is largely trust-based. Moreover, DoD has not assigned a qualified resource to review the actual security accomplishments of
its suppliers. Further, the SP 800-171 safeguards treat all information as having essentially the same, Moderate impact should a breach occur. In addition, DFARS and SP 800-171 focus on the protection of information on or in information systems—with little coverage of supply chain security or operations technology as distinct from IT.

- In the dynamic threat environment, the Department needs to pursue a strategy and campaign to elevate the level and expand the breadth of security achieved, and to implement means of review, assessment, approval or authorization, and oversight. These must be pursued gradually because the present requirements, notwithstanding their limitations, have proven to be very difficult for a sizable percentage of the DIB. DoD must retain the innovation and versatility of the smaller members of the industrial base, and it must work with its prime contractors to assist companies struggling with security requirements. Specifically, DoD should encourage primes and their small business suppliers to shift information systems and applications to qualified, secure cloud service providers. The security outcome for many companies using the cloud will be superior compared to measures taken for on-premises systems. Updates, information management, and cybersecurity are all improved with a cloud provider, since responses can be done on scale and quickly, by not relying on individual patching. DoD is moving aggressively to the cloud, and requiring the DIB and its sub-tiered suppliers to follow suit is a logical and practical solution.

- The Department has its greatest leverage, of course, over prime contractors. As evident from Enclosure 14 of Department of Defense Instruction (DoDI) 5000.02, DoD already includes cyber as an objective in the acquisition planning for MDAPs. Similar improvements could be made to DoDI 5000.02, and to the accompanying Defense Acquisition Guidance, to give greater importance to supply chain and software assurance.

- Incorporation of further objectives in acquisition planning should translate to additional definition of cyber, supply chain, and software assurance in program requirements as expressed in Statements of Work and specifications. Funding should accompany these changes, as security has a cost.

- DoD is already acting to inform contractors that they may be required to submit System Security Plans (SSPs) for evaluation and adequacy determination in the source selection process. DoD recently proposed guidance for Contracting Officers on when to request SSPs and how to evaluate their adequacy. Further measures along these lines should be established as security standards and assessment processes develop. DSS, in line with its new emphasis on asset protection, should be considered for increased responsibilities to assess and validate contractor measures to secure CUI.

- Prime contractors undoubtedly will strive to improve and demonstrate their security accomplishments where a source selection includes comparative evaluation and scoring of each offeror’s security. At the same time, contractors will insist upon a fair process in which they understand in advance what is expected of them and how it will be evaluated. Having the process defined and resources in place will take some time. But contractors should be informed now that DoD is working to make security a competitive discriminator in future procurements.

- Beyond the prime, as noted, security risks are present at the lower tiers, where DoD has less leverage and no direct contract authority. Clearly, the Department needs to reinforce cyber and supply chain security at every level. Such initiatives will have significant effect upon thousands of private sector enterprises. Some of the responsibility will vest in the primes and higher tier companies. As suggested above, establishing a mechanism for credentialing using common standards and a consistent process will be most helpful. It will
reduce friction within the private sector and avoid unproductive expense and frustration of attempting to conform to multiple, inconsistent reviews and demands.

It may be necessary to reconcile procurement reform with security enhancement. There is widespread enthusiasm for measures to “reform” procurement to reduce barriers to commercial sources, encourage innovation, speed purchase and delivery, and eliminate unproductive regulatory costs. The Department should consider the tension between security objectives and procurement reform. Security measures, as recommended here, should not be just “more cost and time” but should add to the bottom line and be integrated into the procurement process. In acquisition planning, DoD may need to distinguish, and treat separately, acquisitions for high-impact platforms and programs and involving sensitive but unclassified technologies. It will not always be possible both to reform procurement to make it faster, cheaper, and more accessible to commercial suppliers, and to improve and sustain the security of the suppliers. Choices and priorities need to be established and shared with the DIB.
## Annex IV: Proposed Section 841-843 NDAA Authority Extensions—Never Contract With the Enemy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>NDAA 2012</th>
<th>NDAA 2015</th>
<th>NDAA 2019</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subtitle</strong></td>
<td>Subtitle D – Provisions relating to Contracts in support of Contingency Operations in Iraq &amp; Afghanistan</td>
<td>Subtitle E – Never Contract with the Enemy</td>
<td>Subtitle X – Never Contract with the Enemy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Applicability</strong></td>
<td>DoD; Contracts greater than $100K performed outside U.S. in CENTCOM AOR</td>
<td>WOG; Contracts performed outside the U.S., greater than $50K, in support of a contingency operation in which members of the Armed Forces are actively engaged in hostilities.</td>
<td>WOG; Contracts performed outside the U.S., (or inside the U.S. to foreign vendor(s)) regardless of dollar value and operation type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Identification Authority</strong></td>
<td>SecDef through CENTCOM Commander—“identified by the Commander of the United States Central Command”</td>
<td>“the SecDef shall... establish a program...”</td>
<td>SecDef until delegated down through implementation policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Identification Criterion</strong></td>
<td>Provides funding directly or indirectly to a person or entity that has been identified by the Commander of the U.S. Central Command as actively supporting an insurgency or otherwise actively opposing U.S. or coalition forces in a contingency operation in the U.S. Central Command theater of operations.</td>
<td>(1) provide funds, including goods and services, ... directly or indirectly to the enemy</td>
<td>1) provide funds, including goods and services, ... directly or indirectly to a covered person or entity;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>... failed to exercise due diligence to prevent funds from being provided to a person or entity actively opposing U.S. or coalition forces.</td>
<td>(2) fail to exercise due diligence to ensure that none of the funds, including goods and services, ... are provided directly or indirectly to the enemy</td>
<td>(2) fail to exercise due diligence to ensure that none of the funds, including goods, ... are provided directly or indirectly to a covered person or entity;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A person or entity that is actively opposing the interests of U.S. Gov’t agencies or coalition forces; (B) engaging in foreign intelligence activities against U.S. Gov’t agencies or coalition forces; (C) engaging in transnational organized crime or criminal activities; (D) engaging in other activities that present a direct or indirect risk to the national security of the United States or coalition forces;</td>
<td>(3) directly or indirectly support a covered person or entity or otherwise pose a force protection risk to U.S. Government agencies or Coalition Forces; or</td>
<td>(4) pose an unacceptable national security risk.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A person or entity that is actively opposing actions of violence against the U.S. Gov’t agencies or coalition forces, or providing support, in the form of financing, logistics, training, or intelligence, to those that do;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Covered Person or Entity aka “the Enemy”</strong></td>
<td>Person or entity actively supporting an insurgency or otherwise actively opposing U.S. or coalition forces in a contingency operation in the United States Central Command theater of operations.</td>
<td>A person or entity that is actively opposing United States or coalition forces involved in a contingency operation in which members of the Armed Forces are actively engaged in hostilities.</td>
<td>A person or entity that is (A) engaging in acts of violence against the U.S. Gov’t agencies or coalition forces, or providing support, in the form of financing, logistics, training, or intelligence, to those that do; (B) directly or indirectly opposing the interests of U.S. Gov’t agencies or coalition forces; (C) engaging in foreign intelligence activities against U.S. Gov’t agencies or coalition forces; (D) engaging in transnational organized crime or criminal activities.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Annex V: Tax Incentives and Private Insurance Initiatives

Supply Chain Tax Proposals

Tax incentives are a powerful and effective tool to shape corporate behavior in the supply chain process. Tax credits, subsidies, new market incentives, and capital gains rewards are some of the potential ways to make supply chain security investment and deployments profitable. Some proposed recommendations to be explored:

- **Tax Credit/Subsidy for Supply Chain Security**
  Tax credits or subsidies, such as 26 USC § 48C, or the energy credit in the tax code, have encouraged the use of solar power, wind turbines, fuel cells, and heat pumps. The business energy investment tax credit was passed as part of the Energy Policy Act of 2005 and allows for a 30 percent offset of an investment in an alternative energy system. Similarly, companies that deployed state-of-the-art security would apply for specific tax credits for the taxable year the innovations or products were deployed and could enjoy a similar type of discount. Moreover, tax credits could be used to improve security at lower levels of the supply chain. Apart from encouraging investments by individual vendors and suppliers, a tax credit or rebate could be offered to primes that make investments that improve the means available to subcontractors to improve security, such as offering security as a service.

- **New Market Tax Credit Model—Small Businesses**
  The new market tax credit program 26 USC § 45D, established as part of the Community Renewals Tax Relief Act of 2000, helped usher in a wave of investment in low-income communities. The credits spurred investments by community development entities and were administered by the Treasury Department. The program was extended by the Tax Relief Unemployment Insurance Reauthorization and Job Creation Act of 2010, and was again reauthorized until 2014. This successful program could be adapted for supply chain purposes. Treasury could extend conditional subsidies as refundable tax credits for security investments by small businesses. If administered by Treasury, thresholds could be established and penalties imposed if fraud or gross negligence were found in a security breach.

- **Capital Gains Tax Incentive**
  This tax incentive would reward shareholders with a lower capital gains tax on the sale of assets of corporations that had voluntarily adopted certified and well-recognized supply chain security processes, frameworks, and applications. Investors and shareholders would have an economic incentive to pressure boards of directors to adopt state-of-the-art security measures. The approach would produce long-term value creation for shareholders and the corporations. The Securities and Exchange Commission could be a logical enforcement agency that would impose penalties for misrepresentation and help set security metrics.

Supply Chain Insurance Proposals

It has been estimated that the cyber insurance premium market has the potential to reach $7.5 billion in a few years. Currently the market is estimated to be in the $2.5 billion range. At this time there is no standardized federal policy that regulates cyber insurance carriers or coverage. Nothing now requires DIB companies to acquire insurance for cyber or IT processes. Private insurance carriers can play an important role in setting standards for coverage and in the assessment of enterprise security that figures into underwriting decisions. However, insurance coverage today is oriented toward liability protection against the financial consequences of a breach that produces loss of confidentiality of personally identifiable information or other commercial or consumer records subject to privacy requirements. DoD’s interests are different. DoD may consider working with the insurance industry and the DIB to establish...
deliver uncompromised coverage objectives, security norms, and use of DFARS contracting tools to require coverage.

It has been noted that the cybersecurity insurance market has remained tentative due to a number of factors—there is a lack of sufficient actuarial data; insurance portfolios do not have standardized categories of risk; and defense contractors lack the information to understand the scope of appropriate coverage. In contrast, the use of risk assessment is well established within the federal government. The recently released Federal Cybersecurity Risk Determination Report and Action Plan (May 2018) required by Executive Order 13800 emphasizes risk assessment, as does OMB Memorandum M-17-25 (May 2017). These subjects also are well explored by FIPS-199 and receive new emphasis in the recently released draft of NIST SP 800-37 Rev. 2, which is to “develop the next generation Risk Management Framework (RMF).” These provide a sound foundation for extension of risk assessment methods to the DIB and other private sector enterprises, and will help in establishing a set of agreed-upon metrics and taxonomy for cybersecurity, as they will facilitate increasing and effective use of insurance to improve supply chain security. We propose the following for examination:

- **Support Creation of the Cyber Incident Data and Analysis Repository (CIDAR) at DHS or DoD**
  The lack of actuarial data has been a major impediment to establishing a robust cyber insurance market and standardized policies. DHS has been exploring the possibility of creating a trusted space so member corporations could share anonymous sensitive cyber incident data, the CIDAR. This data collection and repository would provide this information to appropriate insurers so that standardized policies could be created. The process would help establish standardized categories and a common taxonomy for cyber incidents for the industry. This self-reporting should be conducted under the auspices of the Cybersecurity Information Sharing Act of 2015 (CISA) and its protection from liability (CISA § 106 (b)). The same concept could be undertaken by DoD, independent of DHS, building upon the existing DIB Cybersecurity Program and expanding information sources beyond present members who are cleared contractors and whose participation is voluntary.

- **Government as Guarantor—Terrorism Risk Insurance Act (TRIA)**
  Government should establish an insurance fund to cover the possibility of a catastrophic supply chain disaster of either a national cross-sector cascading effect of a cyber attack or an attack by a foreign power as an APT. TRIA was passed after 9/11 to provide compensation for large losses resulting from acts of terrorism so insurers would be able to recoup their losses as a national security asset. TRIA ensured the affordability of insurance for terrorism risk, built insurance capacity, and shared the losses between the public and private insurance sectors. In addition, a number of policies in the cyber insurance arena have “acts of war” or “act of God” exclusions, and in the event of a cyber intrusion by a foreign power, both the insured and insurers should have state protection.

- **Amend DFARS to Require Insurance Coverage**
  A standard contract clause could be added to DFARS requiring contractors to obtain commercial insurance coverage for cyber and supply chain security. The cost of such coverage would be an allowable cost. The Department could work with insurance carriers and industry stakeholders to develop the coverage objectives, metrics, and standards, as well as the methods to be used by carriers to assess and validate the eligibility of contractors for coverage. Accordingly, at the front end, the coverage process would utilize private sector resources (carriers and their third-party assessors) to promote adoption of security measures consistent with DoD’s objectives. At the back end, the liability coverage would give assurance to companies that they are protected against direct damages and third-party liability in the event of any breach producing injury to enterprise...
operations or compromise of DoD or other source data. This approach also would help establish a baseline of standards and practices and spread cyber and supply chain risk across the marketplace. Just as fire insurance places a number of structural requirements in building codes, based on the requirements of the cyber and supply chain insurance policy, the DIB would have to maintain fundamental standards in a variety of areas, such as (for illustration) encryption of data at rest. New security issues, such as those arising from the increasing use of IoT instrumentalities to connect enterprise systems, also are candidate areas to align DoD objectives with the private insurance industry.

- **Use Authority of Public Law 85-804—Indemnification**
  This rarely used authority, originally passed during World War II, provides contract relief and indemnification for companies engaged in unusually dangerous activity on behalf of the government. This power could be used to protect private companies against the possibility of extraordinary liability as might arise in working with DoD in high-risk cyber activities, including “full spectrum” measures. Public Law 85-804 also might be applied as a backstop of indemnification to encourage the DIB to share critical information on cyber breaches, should the existing CISA mechanism prove inadequate.

**Other Supply Chain Measures**

- **IP Trusts and “Golden Shares”**
  DoD remains reliant upon global sources, but some technologies and some sources are more critical than others. Measures may be needed to protect against the loss of specific sources or technology. The Department could enter into agreements with some DIB participants to create IP Trusts between prime contractors and key suppliers. The primes would be trustees, with the DoD as the third-party beneficiary. The trusts would protect the critical IP and companies entering the trust. In certain specified events, such as a change of control presenting concerns of foreign ownership, control, or influence, or where there is a disabling security breach at the subcontractor level, DoD could exercise its authority as trustee to recover IP in an uncompromised state. In the area of software assurance, a trust mechanism might be used to assure DoD that it has the gold standard of code for purposes of forensics, patch management, or other security or restorative measures. DoD could also be granted “golden shares” in the trust that would allow it to outvote all board members. In the event of a critical bankruptcy or potential sale, the authority over the golden shares would allow DoD to shape the outcome, enabling it to condition approval upon adequate mitigation measures or, if necessary, block ownership or technology transfers altogether, where potential transactions are found to violate national security interests.
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